
PORTER SHIELDS TO RELEASE HIS EP “BLEU DREAM” IN JULY

‘BLEU DREAM’ TO FEATURE PRODUCTION, SONGWRITING & RECORDING COLLABS W/ 
SCOTTIE SMALLS, WILLIAM HAYNES, BLAKE MADDI, & OTHERS 

“LOVE YOU BETTER” SINGLE RELEASED ONLINE  

[NEW YORK, NY – JUN 19, 2018] Singer-songwriter PORTER SHIELDS announces that his antici-
pated EP album BLEU DREAM will be released in July via his  eponymous production company. 
Porter teamed up with Bay-area producer Scottie Smalls & artist Williams Haynes. Longtime collabo-
rators from Atlanta, producer Blake Maddi and artist/songwriter, FLO contributed to the project. 
Brooklyn engineer Mike Naz, mixed the project. The album will be available at all digital service 
providers in July.  

Porter has growing power as the latest single; “LOVE YOU BETTER” gains attention either side of 
the pond in his hometown of Atlanta, London & his current base in New York. Porter Shields and 
producer Scottie Smalls formed their writing/production duo, Scottie x Porter, for this single. Mike 
Naz added his engineer’s touch at The Joint Recording Studio in Brooklyn, which he co-founded. 

Porter Shields will self-direct videos set to premiere during the release of “BLEU DREAM”. They will 
be shot in New York, Jamaica and LA.  

“BLEU DREAM” is a sultry EP that sets a steady tone with the provocative “LOVE YOU BETTER” 
and includes the heartwarming track “GIRLS”.  Porter charmingly reflects on humble beginnings 
without ever losing sight of what truly matters, even when the guitar-heavy climax on “MIGHT BE 
LOVE” is reached. 

Shields is poised to gain critical praise and excitement from the public for “LOVE YOU BETTER”. 
 Regarding the new project, Porter has said, “I am excited for people to hear this music. I had fun. 
It’s about a dope chick that makes a dude happy. Everything was organic. The process with my pro-
ducers was real and just flowed. No limits. I feel like we create a lot of limits in our own lives. People 
are scared to be themselves. I wanted to create music that reflects a life without self-imposed re-
straints. I hope people feel that. And feel inspired in whatever way when they hear the songs and 
see the visuals.” 

www.portershields.com  
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